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Aliens: More Than Human
Between 1991 and 2007 Dark Horse Comics and DC Comics collaborated on an
unprecedented level, pitting their top franchises against one another in no-holdsbarred throwdowns! In this collection of DC Comics crossovers, Dark Horse brings
never republished material featuring a host of heroes back to fans in a single
volume. This volume features The Mask, The Grifter, and The Joker in crossover
action!

Mask
Luci Jennifer Inacio Das Neves (most people just call her “Lucifer”) is a
supernatural thief for hire, stealing wondrous objects from the dark denizens of the
netherworld for her mentor/mother figure, Val Brisendine. From possessed teddy
bears to haunted paintings to ancient otherworldly demons, Lucifer will need to use
every trick up her sleeve to protect her surrogate family and combat the monsters
of her seedy city. Written by lauded horror author Michael Alan Nelson (Day Men,
28 Days Later), Hexed is a lyrical horror adventure series featuring the debut
American comics work by superstar illustrators Emma Rios (Pretty Deadly) and Dan
Mora (Buffy the Vampire Slayer). Collects all 16 issues of the original Hexed limited
series and its sequel series Hexed: The Harlot and the Thief.

The Mask: I Pledge Allegiance to the Mask #4
The Mask: I Pledge Allegiance to the Mask
After a mysterious disaster, a young man named Eric finds that he has just as
mysteriously developed extraordinary abilities. He starts out trying to help people,
but his solitary position in the world isolates him in ways no ordinary human could
understand.

The Mask
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In this omnibus collection that features three standalone graphic novels, the
Boom'r Band teaches Beanish their musical secrets, and the Pod'l'pool Cuties
discover the power of flight! Music, art, and technology are forever intertwined in
Larry Marder's Beanworld. Marder's deceptively simple artwork works in tandem
with multi-layered narratives that run by Beanworld's own rules, truths, and lingo.
All characters--whether friends or adversaries--depend on interactions with each
other for the ultimate survival of their environment. Beanworld has delighted
readers from grade school to grad school for more than a generation, earning a
spot on the New York Times Graphic Books Best Sellers List. Collects Beanworld
Volumes 3, 3.5 (Tales of the Beanworld in black and white), and 4, with a bonus
sketchbook section

The Mask Omnibus
The bestselling comic series that inspired the blockbuster film returns with
gruesome hilarity from the showrunner of AMC's Halt and Catch Fire and Hellboy's
Patric Reynolds. Years ago, a weird mask of unknown origin and limitless power
was buried in the cement of an apartment building's basement floor. Edge City and
its residents have all but forgotten the mysterious green-faced killer known only as
"Big Head." But now, decades later, the bizarre Tex Avery-style killings are
happening all over again and are on a collision course with a bizarre political
campaign where a homicidal maniac wants to "Make America Green Again"!
Collects The Mask: I Pledge Allegiance to the Mask #1-#4.

The Mask: I Pledge Allegiance to the Mask #2
In the 14th century, the monarch RaÕs al Ghul sends his sonÑa dark knight of the
Order of the BatÑon a genocidal mission to wipe out a roving band of peasants
known as the Selenes. But the nomads are protected by a shape-shifter: a halfwoman, half-feline whose attempts to thwart RaÕs al GhulÕs evil plan may be
utterly undone by her feelings for the knight.

The Mask
A mystical artifact from ancient times, known only as the Mask, will give whoever
dons it near limitless power. With the mask on, there is nothing beyond your
ability, which explains why every crook, criminal, and lowlife is itching to get their
hands on it. The hunt for the mask goes from sea to shining sea, involving voodoo,
Amazonian tribesmen, ninjas, Mafiosi, Crypto-Nazis and the barded Thespian Club!
Collects The Mask: The Hunt for Green October, The Mask: World Tour, The Mask:
Southern Discomfort, The Mask: Toys in the Attic, material from Decade: A Dark
Horse Short Story Collection and Dark Horse Presents #134-153.

Witchfinder Omnibus
Twin tales of terror! In "Reapers," an Alien hive is invaded by a crew of
extraterrestrials with a distinctly unusual agenda. Written by John Arcudi (_BPRD,
The Mask_), illustrated by Simon Bisley (_Lobo, Hellblazer_). And the last run for a
soon-to-be retiring smuggler becomes a fight for survival as a vengeful partner
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unleashes a singularly deadly "Cargo." Written by Dan Jolley (_JSA: The Liberty
Files, Obergeist_), illustrated by John Nadeau (_Star Wars, Secret Weapons_).

Catwoman Annual (1994-1997) #1
This special edition collects both the original Mask miniseries and its smash-hit
follow-up, The Mask Returns, in two hardbound, cloth-covered, foil-stamped
volumes. The two volumes are contained in a special full-color printed slipcase
created especially for this hardcover collection. and to complete the package, both
writer John Arcudi and artist Doug Mahnke will sign these numbered volumes,
limited to a mere 1,000 sets! Collects The Mask #0-4 and The Mask Returns #1-4.
Two limited-edition, SandN hardcover collections in a full-color slipcase.

Dark Horse Heroes Omnibus
Describes the chaos and violence that ensues following the discovery of a potent
and potentially nefarious drug distilled from Alien blood

The Mask
v. 1. New World, Seattle, and Gods art by Guy Davis; Monsters and Russia art by
Tyler Crook; An Unmarked Grave art by Duncan Fegredo; colors by Dave Stewart;
letters by Clem Robins; cover art by Laurence Campbell with Dave Stewart;
chapter break art by Guy Davis, Ryan Sook, Dave Johnson, Duncan Fegredo, and
Dave Stewart.

The Creep
The Terminator
With chaos and absolute power on the presidential agenda, will Big Head take all?
The Mask calls out to the minds of those previously under its control and sets
pieces into motion that will lead to a conclusion that is explosive in more ways
than one.

B. P. R. D. : 1946-1948
Prologue: an agent at work -- Introduction -- The invention of agenting -- Filling a
lacuna in the sociology of Hollywood -- Facing stereotypes -- In the field with
Hollywood agents -- What this book unveils: agents and (e)valuation communities
-- Mapping Hollywood -- Agenting in big versus little Hollywood -- "The other side":
interdependent transformations of studios and agencies -- The new reality of
agenting in big Hollywood -- The making of professionals in talent agencies -"Fulfilling somebody else's dreams" -- An agent's initiatory path -- Under the wing
of a mentor -- Forming "generations" in Hollywood -- Agenting as relationship work
-- The meaning of relationships -- The definition of an agent's style -- "Trust"
between agents and production professionals -- Agents and artists: enchanted
bonds and power relations -- Agents' emotional competence -- Controlling talent? -Page 3/9
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Embedded identities and hierarchies -- Naming quality and pricing talent -- Agents
in Hollywood's evaluation communities -- "What it takes to get a movie made?" -Pricing the unique -- Agents of change: the formation of new evaluation
communities

The Mask Returns
Gathers sequences of the author's comic featuring a peculiar universe filled with
beanlike creatures trying to live their lives in harmony, with new color added, along
with more recent stories that originally appeared in print or online.

Jla Trial by Fire
On a distant world, second-generation survivors of a crash-landed transport try to
rebuild their lives and build a new society. But the practical need for technology
and industry clashes with an order of acolytes who see Mankind despoiling another
pristine world. While divisions from within threaten to tear the community apart,
something lurks deep within the bowels of the wrecked spaceship that could tear
the survivors apartliterally!

Adventures of the Mask Omnibus
"Tempest written by John Arcudi; penciled by Chris Warner; inked, and some
pencils by Paul Guinan; colored by Chris Chalenor, Rachelle Menashe; lettered by
Karen Casey-Smith."

Mask
Somehow, sarcastic Penny’s gotten roped into helping make an amateur slasher
film. With a team of flakes and weirdos, she’s probably the only one who can save
this stupid movie… but maybe it can save her, too. Now can somebody please stop
that dog from licking the fake blood? This hilarious original graphic novel is a loving
tribute to the chaos and camaraderie of DIY filmmaking, and the ways we find our
future—and our family—in the unlikeliest of places.

The Mask
The world's attention is focused painfully on a brutal third-world civil war, a
merciless sectarian conflict sparing neither soldier nor civilian, grandmother nor
child. But amidst the terror and carnage, where great nations and powerful
interests jockey for position and advantage, another blood feud rages in the
shadows, one no more humane but decidedly less human. Two warring tribes from
the stars have chosen Earth's killing fields as their arena, with each clan sworn to
eradicate the other and all who stand between them. Each is the other's prey, each
the other's Predator. The hunt resumes as Dark Horse Books unleashes Predator
once again into the graphic-fiction jungle. Features the creative team of writer John
Arcudi (Aliens, B.P.R.D., Doom Patrol) and artist Javier Saltares (Aliens vs. Predator,
Ghost Rider). * Collects the hit 2009 Predator miniseries.
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The Mask Omnibus Volume 1 (Second Edition)
v. 1: "Stories by Mike Mignola, John Arcudi, Kim Newman, Maura McHugh, Scott
Allie; art by Ben Stenbeck, John Severin, Tyler Crook, Patric Reynolds; colors by
Dave Stewart; letters by Clem Robins; cover art by Mike Mignola with Dave
Stewart; chapter break art by Mignola with Dave Stewart, Juliâan Totino Tedesco."

Tales of the Beanworld
When Gotham City's Clown Prince of Crime discovers a thousand-year-old relic that
makes him invincible, Batman must find a way to save the city from these two
madcap maniacs. Original. (Graphic Novel)

Hexed Omnibus
"Collects B.P.R.D. 1946 #1-#5, 1947 #1-#5, 1948 #1-#5, "Bishop Olek's Devil"
from Free comic book day 2008: Hellboy, and "And what shall I find there?" from
MySpace Dark Horse presents #23, all previously published by Dark Horse
Comics."

Representing Talent
Joker/Mask
A group of wildcat planetary prospectors plant their flag on a distant new world,
rich in land, resources . . . and the greatest archaeological discovery in history, an
ancient complex of impossible proportions carved deep within the living rock, a
mind-numbing labyrinth of passages, ramps, bridges, and galleries that seems to
extend limitlessly. But as the exploration of the leviathan dead city proceeds
deeper and deeper, the members of the team slowly begin to lose their grip on
reality, and madness gives way to fear as the explorers begin to disappear.
Something else lives within the necropolis, a faceless horror as deadly and
merciless as space itself, a lethal terror that has waited centuries to awake . . . and
destroy. At long last, Dark Horse Books heralds the return to graphic fiction of the
heavyweight champion of modern science-fiction/horror, Aliens! Features the topflight creative team of writer John Arcudi, penciller Zach Howard, and inker Mark
Irwin.

B.P.R.D. Hell on Earth
Between 1991 and 2007 Dark Horse Comics and DC Comics collaborated on an
unprecedented level, pitting their top franchises against one another in no-holdsbarred throwdowns! In this collection of DC Comics crossovers, Dark Horse brings
never republished material featuring a host of heroes back to fans in a single
volume. This volume features The Mask, The Grifter, and The Joker in crossover
action!

From Hell's Heart
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Lou Martin's just gained incredible superpowers! Too bad all he wants to do is stay
firmly planted on the couch. But an alien got Lewis Martin, slacker extraordinaire,
and Martin Lewis, promising young lawyer, confused and sent an Extreme
Enhancement Module to the wrong guy, and now Lou's got superheroes trying to
get him to . . . ugh . . . contribute to society--and outlandish supervillains,
monsters, and aliens are out to take him down! * Created by John Arcudi (B.P.R.D.,
The Mask, A God Somewhere) and Doug Mahnke (The Mask, Final Crisis, Green
Lantern). * Major Bummer collects all fifteen issues, long out of print and collected
here for the very first time!

Beanworld Omnibus
A mystical artifact from the ancient past, the relic known only as the Mask imbues
its wearer with nearly limitless power…face-stretching, mallet- forming, clocksmashing power. Slap the Mask on your mug and nothing is beyond your reach—or
the reach of a pie bomb—which is why every crook, grifter, creep, hood, miscreant,
scofflaw, and other words in the thesaurus are out to get their mitts on it. The hunt
for the valued vizard (thanks again, thesaurus!) goes from sea to shining sea,
involving voodoo, Amazonian tribesmen, ninja (sweet!), mafiosi, Crypto-Nazis…and
the Bardard Thespian Club!

Predator: Prey to the Heavens
In the not-too-distant past, the first nuclear weapon test changed the world forever
. . . but not in the way we expected. Unleashed upon the planet was a microscopic
technological virus of unknown origin that infected millions — some to no effect,
some to horrifying agonies and disfigurement, others with the gift of incredible and
sometimes terrifying power. But would a world populated by supermen become a
battleground for good against bad . . . or bad against worse? Is it true that with
great power comes great responsibility . . . or does it truly come with great license?

The Mask Omnibus
Make America Green Again! The bestselling comic series that inspired the
blockbuster film returns with gruesome hilarity from the showrunner of AMC's Halt
and Catch Fire and Hellboy's Patric Reynolds. Empowered by an ancient mask, the
''Big Head'' killers swath of mayhem cuts through Edge City, this time with
presidential hopefuls as his targets. And after taking out the competition, Big Head
himself makes a shocking announcement. The series that inspired the hit film The
Mask!

Aliens
The bestselling comic series that inspired the blockbuster film returns with
gruesome hilarity from the showrunner of AMC's Halt and Catch Fire and Hellboy's
Patric Reynolds. In the presidential debate of the century, a woman with a noble
cause takes on a deranged, green-headed murderer who promises to provide
every tax payer with as much high-tech weaponry as they can carry.
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A God Somewhere
Brought to you by the long-time writer of Hellboy's B.P.R.D, John Arcudi curates a
magnificent collection of over fifty illustrations inspired by the works of Herman
Melville. Each piece of art is brand new for this collection from artists known for
their work in comics as well as illustration, ranging from US artist to abroad.
Accompanying each piece of art is an excerpt from Herman Melville from his novels
or short story that coincides with the illustration. Join the celebration of Melville's
bicentennial. There won't be better reason to do so for another 100 years.

Penny Nichols
A young boy puts a gun in his mouth and pulls the trigger. The police don't
care—not about his death or the death of his best friend two months earlier. The
dead boy's mom seeks help from an old flame that's employed as a detective. Will
the detective's freakish appearance get in the way of uncovering the terrible
secrets of these two teenagers? Collects issues #0-#4. * From the writer of
B.P.R.D. and the artist of Green River Killer. * Additional art by Frank Miller, Mike
Mignola, and Ryan Sook.

The Mask: I Pledge Allegiance to the Mask #3
Stanley Ipkiss, a bank clerk, discovers a mysterious mask that gives its wearer
amazing, if unpredictable, powers.

Aliens: Alchemy
This is the book which, along with its predecessor 'The Mask', inspired and
provided the source material for the feature film 'The Mask'. It doesn't matter who
you are, once you put on the weird jade mask, you become a homicidal lunatic and nothing can kill you.

Aliens
Rick, Ben, Hugo, and Archie are four teens with a fixation on that melon-headed
menace, The Mask. When they each get a shot at wearing the empowering
emerald artifact, they figure it's a dream come true! And it is! Power, fame, and
ultimate wish fulfillment are at arm's reach! But so is the mute man-monster,
Walter, and arm's reach is far too close when he's involved!

Aliens: Reapers/Cargo
Life in Edge City has always been tough for Stanley Ipkiss. He's as good-natured
and decent as they come, but nice don't pay the bulldog or make points with the
ladies. Stanley knows he's destined for greater things, but how to get there? Enter
the Mask, an ancient artifact that imbues its wearer with the power to do just about
anything one desires — especially if one desires zoot suits, pies, mallets, cartoon
bug-eyes, and a penchant for Latin song stylings! Stanley Ipkiss now has the world
on a string, but there are many in that world of vastly lesser niceness than Stanley
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who desire the Mask's power for themselves. With great power comes big trouble
and even bigger laughs!

Complete Major Bummer Super Slacktacular
The Justice League of America comprises the greatest heroes the world has ever
seen: Batman, Superman, the Flash, Martian Manhunter, Wonder Woman,
Aquaman and the Green Lantern. Now the JLA's epic adventures continue

Abe Sapien: Dark and Terrible Volume 1
The bestselling comic trilogy that inspired the blockbuster film The Mask is
collected in this omnibus edition of gruesome hilarity! A weird mask of unknown
origin and power is discovered and imbues its wearer with limitless cartoon
character invulnerability that takes the nerdy Stanley Ipkiss, the police, the mafia,
and the monstrous mob muscleman Walter on a colliding violent path of homicidal
mayhem, lunacy, and destruction! Collects The Mask, The Mask Returns, and The
Mask Strikes Back!

The Mask Strikes Back
On the run from the B.P.R.D., a newly mutated Abe Sapien--more inhuman than
before--travels across a United States transformed and overrun by monsters. Abe's
search for the truth about himself--or his race away from his fate--mirrors the quest
of an ancient necromancer to seize control of a world literally going to hell. This
deluxe hardover edition collects Abe Sapien volumes 3-5 (the beggining of the
Dark and Terrible story), plus an expanded sketchbook section.
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